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The signatories of the l978 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement are
concerned about the present incompatibility of guidelines and criteria for the
evaluation of dredging activities in the Great Lakes system. This concern was
stated in Annex 7 of the Agreement which resulted in the establishment of a
Subcommittee on Dredging under the auSpices of the Water Quality Board of the
International Joint Commission (IJC). The terms of reference of the
Subcommittee, outlined in Annex 7 of the Agreement, included the objective of
develOping compatible guidelines and criteria for dredging activities.
In order to address this objective, the Dredging Subcommittee published in
January l982, "Guidelines and Register for the Evaluation of Great Lakes
Dredging Projects". The Subcommittee supports the site-specific approach to
the environmental review of dredging projects and has produced guidelines for
use in such a review. The Dredging Subcommittee, therefore, has undertaken
the two-harbour evaluation in order to assess the practicality of the
guidelines. The approach taken by the Subcommittee in develOping these
guidelines is based on the principle of non-degradation.
2. CONCLUSIONS



















method for evaluating, on the basis of available infornation, dredged
material diSposal Options within the Great Lakes system, including
harbours and navigable channels;
2. the use of these guidelines will lead to a greater degree of inter-
jurisdictional uniformity and compatibility in evaluating dredged
disposal options;
3. bioassessment is not currently a primary evaluation tool due to
problens associated with standardization and reproducibility of such
tests and also due to the high cost of performing these tests on a
routine basis. In Spite of these difficulties, however, bioassess-
ment can be currently utilized to supplement and confirm the results
and conclusions arrived at through bulk chemical characterization of
sediment. Without sediment bioassessment, dredged sediment diSposal
options will be limited and bulk sediment contaminant criteria will
remain largely unsubstantiated in terms of potential long-term
ecosystem impacts. A further refinement and standardization of
 
 bioassessment techniques is, therefore, essential for identif ing and
recommending additional diSposal options, particularly when t e
sediment chemistry cannot be considered as a decisive factor; and
4. the site-specific aspects of these guidelines could be considerably
enhanced through up-to-date information on surficial sediment
contaminant concentrations on a lakewide and sub-basin basis.
3. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Dredging Subcommittee recommends that:
l. the Water Quality Board support the use of these guidelines by the
participating jurisdictions for the evaluation of dredged material
disposa Options in the Great Lakes system;
2. further refinement and standardization of currently available
elutriate test and sediment bioassessment techniques be undertaken
and additional simplified and reliable but less expensive methods be
developed; and
3. a scheme for comprehensive and periodic monitoring of the lakewide
and sub-basin surficial sediment concentrations of contaminants be
develOped and implemented.
 
 II Toledo Harbor
1. INTRODUCTION
Toledo Harbor is located at the southwest corner of Lake Erie where the
Maumee River flows into Maumee Bay. Cleveland, Ohio is l58 km to the east and
Detroit, Michigan is 88 km to the north. The study area consists of the
Maumee River, Maumee Bayand a portion of the western basin of Lake Erie. The
study area is shown in Figure l.
The Maumee River is approximately 2l0 km long and drains l.7 million
hectares (ha) in 17 counties of northwest Ohio, three counties of southern
Michigan and six counties of northeast Indiana. With a mean discharge of 150
nP/s, the Maumee River is the largest tributary to the Great Lakes and
accounts for three percent of the inflow to Lake Erie (Herdendorf, l975). The
basin is part of the Great Black Swamp which covered most of northwestern
Ohio. A large portion of this area was drained by early settlers. Currently,
the majority of the land is devoted to agriculture.
The estuary of the Maumee River begins just above the Perrysburg Bridge at
the end of the bedrock riffles (R.M. l4.5). At this point flow velocities
diminish abruptly and currents become variable. The estuary is greatly
influenced by the winds and the levels of Lake Erie. Flow reversals cause the
estuary to resemble a large reservoir, thus compounding water quality problems.
Maumee Bay is a shallow basin of approximately 3,l00 ha. Two spits, North
Cape, extending south from Michigan and Little Cedar Point, extending north-
east from Ohio, create the bay. The Maumee River, Ottawa River and several
small creeks enter the bay. The 0.9 to 1.8 m deep bay is bisected by an 8.5 m
deep navigation channel and is relatively flat with the exception of subnerged
dikes, created from dredged material, placed on either side of the channel.
Tgege dikes influence water mass mixing patterns in the bay (Fraleigh, et al.,
The Toledo metropolitan area is heavily industrialized and has a
population of approximately 700,000 people. Toledo Harbor is the third
largest port on the Great Lakes and the busiest on Lake Erie. The primary
commodities shipped through this port are coal, iron ore, grain, petroleum
products, stone, sand and gravel and general cargo.
2. HISTORICAL INFORMATION
The first appropriation by the United States government for improvements
at Toledo Harbor was made under the River and Harbor Act of l899. Channel
de th was increased from 4.5 m in l875 to 7.6 m by l936. The Maumee Bay
en rance channel was completed in l892 and was 27.2 km long and l51.5 m wide.
In 1960 authorization was received to deepen the bay channel to 8.8 m and the





































































































































































































































































































and depth of 8.2 m.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Penn 8 was constructed in l964 along the north bank of the river
immediately downstream of Columbus Street. The perimeter dike for the Penn 8
site was constructed to a height of 4.7 m above International Great Lakes
Datum (IGLD), encompassing about l3 ha for a residual capacity of
approximately 684,000 m3. Another confined river site (Penn 7) was
constructed on the north shore of the river, about 2.4 km above the mouth.
These areas are filled and no longer in use.
The currently used 97 ha confined diSposal site has a perimeter dike 7.2 m
above IGLD and has a 3 m wide crest. It is a rubblemound dike faced with
arnnr stone for protection against wave action. The design capacity is
8.346,000 m3. This confined diSposal facility was constructed under U.S.
Public Law 9l-6ll to accommodate a ten-year maintenance dredging program.
Materials previously classified as unpolluted were diSposed of in open
water in Lake Erie at the west corner of an area 788 m by 788 m (62 ha). This
area is located l8.4 km from the Manhattan Front Range Light on a course
heading of 62 degrees. A minimum depth of is 6.l m is maintained in the area.
From l965 to l975 maintenance dredging of Toledo Harbor has averaged
nearly l,l78,760 m3 r year. The dredging quantities from l975 through
l98l shown in Table have been placed in the Toledo Diked DiSposal Area (with
the exception of approximately 50 percent of l975 quantities).
TABLE l









   
3. WATER QUALITY
Water quality of the Maumee River upstream of the Toledo area is generally
good. Minor violations of Ohio Water Quality Standards do occur occasionally
in the Maumee River at the U.S. Geological Survey monitoring station at
Waterville (R.M. 20.8) for total lead, total cadmium, total zinc and total
mercury. Further downstream the Maumee River estuary and tributaries in the
  
  
Toledo area are characterized as polluted by the Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency (OEPA). OEPA indicates that frequent violations of Ohio Water Quality
Standards occur for dissolved oxygen and fecal coliform in the Maumee River
estuary, Ottawa River and Swan Creek. Water quality problems have been most
severe in the lower 0.7 m of the water colunn (OEPA, unpublished). The water
quality in Maumee River estuary is at its poorest when very low lake levels
combine with northeast winds to fill the estuary and result in stagnation
(Horowitz, et al., 1975). The City of Toledo has a combined sewer system with
l6 overflow points into the Maumee River, 10 into Swan Creek and five into the
Ottawa River (TMACOG, l976). Horowitz, et al. (l975) noted that decomposing
sludge beds, marked by gas bubbles and oil slicks, were seen often around R.M.
5.0, near where Swan Creek and several large sewer overflow points frequently
discharge raw sewage. Spills reported to the OEPA between l975 and l98l
consisted primarily of petroleum products and were in small quantities.
There are numerous municipal and industrial point source discharges into
the Maumee River estuary. In addition to the City of Toledo and the City of
Perrysburg Wastewater Treatment Plant, there are electric generating stations
and various industrial facilities (Table 2).
The Ottawa River has three point source dischargers into its estuary
(Table 2) in addition to the combined sewer overflow points. The only direct
point source discharge to Maumee Bay is the Toledo Edison Bay Shore Power
Plant. This plant has a mean discharge of approximately 36 m3/s and has the
potential for diverting large quantities of water from the Maumee River
estuary making it a significant feature affecting water mass mixing in the bay
(Fraleigh, et al., l975).
Nonpoint source pollution is a significant problem in the upstream portion
of the Maumee basin. Sediment is the largest nonpoint source pollutant in the
basin, contributing nearly l.l million tonnes of sediment to Lake Erie
annually. This is approximately 25 percent of the total sediment load to the
entire lake (OEPA, l979). Basin soils are mainly fine textured clays with the
potential for carrying nutrients and pesticides. Pesticides, for the most
part, appear only in trace amounts at the U.S. Geological Survey monitoring
station at Waterville. Nutrient levels are high and large amounts of
available nitrogen and phOSphorus are carried into Lake Erie, especially




Macroinvertebrates were sampled in l975. The macroinvertebrate
populations at the four sites sampled were dominated by the pollutant tolerant
oligochaete Limnodrilus. The other species present were either pollution
tolerant or facultative.
These samples were taken in the channel and may
not
be representative of the typical benthic populations of Maumee Bay due to
frequent disturbances within the channel (dredging, prop wash).
The results
are presented in Table 3.
  




ENTITY STREAM RIVER MILE
Chesapeake and Ohio
Rai1way Co. Maumee River 0.36
To1edo NWTP Maumee River 1.40
Gu1f 0i1 Maumee River 2.00
To1edo Edison Maumee River 4.00
Libbey Owens Ford Maumee River 7.50


































































































    
  
TABLE 3
MACROINVERTEBRATES IN TOLEDO HARBOR
SAMPLED: September 11, 1975
 
NUMBER OF ORGANISMS FOR EACH TAXA
TAXA (per Ponar grab samp1e)
TL75-1 TL75-3 TL75-5 TL75—7
DIPTERA
Chironomus 2 78 3 3
Proc1adius
OLIGOCHAETA
Limnodri1us 187 136 106 218
PELECYPODA
SBhaerium corneum 1















    
Source: U.S. EPA, 1975
- 10 _
 b. Fish
The Maumee River and Bay are dominated by rough fish. Records from
previous studies show that gizzard shad is the dominant Species, using the
area both as nursery and adult habitat (Herdendorf, l975). Walleye, white
bass and yellow perch have the greatest social and economic importance in the
present fishery of the area (Fraleigh, et al., l975). The Ohio Department of
Natural Resources reports that during the month of April some walleye migrate
from the estuary to upstream riffles for spawning. However, the uajority of
successful spawning occurs in Lake Erie. None of the fish Species known to
inhabit the area are unique, rare or endangered.
In l978 fish samples were collected from the Maunee River by Ohio EPA
personnel and analyzed for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBS) and other organic
chemicals at the U.S. EPA laboratory at Duluth, Minnesota. PCB results for
whole-body composite samples ranged from 250 ng/g (wet weight) at Naterville
(R.M. 20.8) to 4,760 ng/g at Cullen Park (R.M. 0.l) in Toledo. Various other
parameters were identified and the results, as reported by Veith, et al.
(l98l), are presented in Table 4.
5. SEDIMENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION
 
Field observations from a l975 sediment survey conducted by the U.S. EPA
described the sediments as grey ooze and silt with septic odors and low to
moderate amounts of oil from Maumee Bay (site 75-l) to the Toledo Harbor Light
(site 75-5), changing to grey-brown silt and sand with a normal odor and
little or no oil further lakeward (Table 5).
The sieve analysis results showed that the sediments were predominantly
silt and clay, with some sand, gravel and rocks (Table 6). Figure 3 shows the
sampling locations.
Based on this information, the channel sediments from sites 75-l to 75-6
could be contaminated.
6. BULK CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Results of chemical analyses performed on Toledo Harbor sediments from
l973 to l98l are presented in Tables 7 and 8. The sampling locations are
shown in Figure 3. In order to obtain the necessary Spatial coverage of the
dredged area, data from l973 (U.S. EPA, l973), l975 (U.S. EPA, l975) and 198l
(Recra Research, l98l) were used. Although there may have been changes in
sediment quality between those years, the following discussion treats the data
as if it were synOptic. In the following discussion, the term "River" will
refer to the area from the upstream limit of dredging to the mouth of the
Maumee River, "Entrance Channel" will refer to the area from the river mouth
to the Toledo Harbor Light and "Sailing Course" will refer to the area
lakeward of the Toledo Harbor Light (see Figure 3).
In Table 7, chemical data have been presented along with the average
concentrations of surficial and pre-colonial sediments in Lake Erie (NQB,
l982, Table l9, pg. 56). A comparison between the chemical data and the






CONTAMINANT LEVELS IN WHOLE FISH COMPOSITE SAMPLES, T978
(Concentration ng/g wet weight)
MAUMEE RIVER AT NATERVILLE
(R.M. 20.8)



















































aConfirmed by gas liquid chromatography (GLC) or mass spectrometer or mass
spectrometric (MS) retention time data or MS data.







































































































































































SIEVE ANALYSIS OF SEDIMENTS IN TOLEDO HARBOR





SEDIMENT SIZE ANALYSIS BY PERCENT AT EACH STATION
DESCRIPTION TL75—1 TL75—2 TL75-3 TL75-4 TL75—5 TL75-6 TL75-7 TL75-8 TL75-9
Retained on
No. 10 Medium





1 <1 1 <1 2 1 <1 11 4
Retained on
No. 60 Medium
and Coarse Sand 2 1 2 2 16 2 4 49 5
Retained on
No. 200
Fine Sand 2 2 3 3 4 2 2 3 8
Passing No. 200
Siits and Clays 93 95 92 93 76 94 92 2 81
     
 


























     
  
TABLE 7
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF TOLEDO HAPBOR AND MAUMEE BAY SEDIMENTS VS.
AVERAGE LAKE ERIE SURFICIAL AND PRE-COLONIAL CONCENTRATIONS
(Concentration in ug/g dry weight, except as noted)
SAMPLE STATION Phos-
DATE ID PCB Hg Pb As Cd Se Cu Zn Cr Ni phorus
(mg/g)
Pre-Colonia1
Concentrations 0.08 28 1.1 29 98
Avg. Concentra-
tions 0.074-0.252 0.58 112 3.2 2.5 0.79 39 177 53 49 .960
(IJC, 1982)
March 1973 E2-1 0.4 58 5.6 6 33 121 64 49 1.160
E1-2 0.3 60 8.9 6 22 109 68 38 .900
E1—3 0.5 53 6.4 6 26 112 54 39 1.160
El-l 0.3 16 5.8 7 25 117 74 34 .690
MP 1.23 0.6 75 5.7 9 47 194 125 36 1.660
MP 2.32 0.2 63 8.9 8 36 155 77 50 .740
MP 3.56 0.3 43 8.3 7 fa 80 40 27 1.030
MP 4.56 0.2 59 8.0 7 26 82 46 24 .950









September 1975 TL75-1 <0.1 18 14 2.2 33 148 53 46 1.200

















TL75-6 0.1 62 11 3.6 65 234 120 68 1.100
TL75—7 0.2 64 9 3.6 69 240 95 72 1.300

















5—8 <0.2 0.2 16 0.9 <0.1
9-12 <0.2 0.1 6 <0.4 <0.1
13-16 <0.5 0.6 40 0.7 <0.1







(Reference areas) 81-4 50.2 1.2 110 2.8 <0.1
            
aComposited samples.
bSamples from To1edo Harbor.
CSampIes from reference areas.




(Concentration in ug/g dryweight, except as noted)
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF TOLEDO HARBOR AND MAUMEE BAY SEDIMENTS VS. REFERENCE AREAS
           
SAMPLE STATION TOTAL VOLATILE 01L
DATE ID SOLIDS (%) SOLIDS (%) COD TKN & GREASE AMMONIA Mn Ba Mg Fe
~ ApriT 1981a A1-4 47 0.4 47,000 <100 <600 59
(Reference
areas) B1-4 38 0.3 65,000 150 1,300 83
March 1973 E2-1 10.1 75,600 2,600 600 12,300
E1-2 11.4 83,300 3,100 1,000 14,300
E1-3 10.4 74,600 3,400 800 15,200
E1-1 10.7 79,200 3,400 1,400 13,000
MP 1.23 11.0 83,200 3,900 5,200 15,500
MP 2.32 2.2 74,100 2,800 1,200 18,400
MP 3.56 10.1 49,300 1,800 1,200 9,200
MP 4.56 9.5 63,000 2,300 3,600 9,700
MP 5.49 10.3 72,500 2,700 4,200 11,400
MP 6.80 10.0 74,500 2,800 900 9,400
Sept. 1975 TL75-1 41.4 6.0 87,000 3,500 1,600 340 510 <40 14,900 25,000
TL75—2 36.9 6.6 100,000 3,900 1,000 390 570 <40 12,600 27,000
TL75-3 39.8 6.6 120,000 4,000 800 420 610 <40 12,800 28,000
TL75-4 34.6 6.6 85,000 3,500 1,200 290 570 <40 13,000 26,000
TL75-5 45.4 2.3 22,000 400 800 51 400 <40 14,800 17,000
TL75—6 33.6 9.9 85,000 3,300 1,400 340 610 <40 13,900 29,000
TL75-7 39.4 7.1 90,000 3,000 1,000 380 630 <40 13,000 30,000
TL75-8 76.6 2.5 38,000 300 500 30 270 <40 11,100 8,700
TL75—9 46.5 4.9 96,000 2,900 800 400 420 <40 14,900 22,000
April 19813»b 1-4 44 0.4 69,000 200 1,900 210
5—8 69 3.0 45,000 <70 <600 77
9—12 72 1.2 46,000 <70 <600 20
13-16 38 1.5 38,000 <100 700 44
17-20 60 0.3 36,000 <90 600 30
aComposited samples.
bSamples from ToTedo Harbor.
Sources: U.S. EPA 1973, 1975.
Recra Research 1981.













































































































































































surficial sediment concentrations for cadmium and phosphorus.
Sediments in the Sailing Course exceeded the surficial Lake Erie
sediment concentrations for c0pper and nickel.
Sediment concentrations of mercury, lead and zinc were below the
average Lake Erie surficial sediment concentrations throughout the
dredging project area. Notable exceptions were the "reference areas"
adjacent to the navigation channel in the center of the western
basin, where mercury levels averaged approximately 1 ug/g.
Chemical parameters listed in Table 8 are those not included in the
Dredging Subcommittee guidelines (WQB, 1982).
A comparison between the
chemical data given in Table 8 and the values from the reference areas as
depicted in Figure 3 leads to the following conclusions:
Sediment concentrations of volatile solids in the River greatly
exceeded the reference area levels. Concentrations decreased in a
lakeward direction but generally exceeded the concentrations at the
reference areas.
Sediment concentrations of COD and TKN in the River and the Entrance
Channel were generally at or in excess of the reference area
concentrations, whereas concentrations of these parameters in the
Sailing Course were generally below the reference area concentrations.
Sediment concentrations of oil and grease in the River generally
exceeded the reference area concentrations, whereas sediments in the
Entrance Channel and Sailing Course were generally at the reference
area concentrations.
Sediment concentrations of ammonia in the Entrance Channel greatly
exceeded the reference area concentrations, whereas concentrations in




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































high mortality did not occur.











































































LIST OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ANALYZED BUT NOT DETECTED
(April 1981)
ToIedo Harbor and Maumee Bay Sediments







































































































































































































































 difficult to make because the bulk sediment chemistry data are nearly ten
years old; no PCB data are available for the River channel; and no
bioassessment is available. Since there is no clear trend in the data, and in
view of the above deficiencies, it is recommended that a sediment
bioassessment be performed as well as that the bulk sediment chemistry,
including organics, be updated. The available data do not clearly indicate
that the material should be considered for an open lake diSposal Option.
Therefore, pending further examination, the dredged material from the Maumee
River channel should continue to be placed in a confined disposal area.
Overall sediment contaminant levels in the Entrance Channel were not
substantially higher than the average Lake Erie surficial sediment concentra-
tions. As is the case with the River channel, the bulk sediment chemistry
data for this area are seven to ten years old and lack organic parameters and
bioassessment data. It is recommended that a sediment bioassessment as well
as an update of bulk sediment chemistry, including organics, be performed.
The available data do not clearly indicate that the material should be
considered for an Open lake disposal Option. Therefore, pending further
examination, the dredged material from the Toledo Harbor Entrance Channel
should continue to be placed in a confined disposal area.
In general, the sediment contaminant levels in the Sailing Course were not
substantially higher than the average Lake Erie surficial sediment concentra-
tions. The bulk sediment chemistry data for this area are recent (l98l) and
include PCBs, pesticides and PAHs. The bioassessment studies conducted in
l98l did not show high mortality. In view of the currently available bulk
chemistry and bioassessment results, it appears that open water disposal is a
viable option for the sediments from the Sailing Course and that secure
confinement is not necessary. However, other beneficial use alternatives such












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 III Toronto Harbour
I. INTRODUCTION
Metropolitan Toronto (population 2.l million) is located near the western
end of Lake Ontario on the north shore (Figure l). The Toronto Harbour is
situated in the central waterfront region at the mouth of the Don River, one
of nunerous short rivers which drain into the western portion of Lake
Ontario. The Don River drains an area of about 36,000 ha and its headwaters
extend approximately 35 km north of the lake.
2. HISTORICAL INFORMATION
The present configuration of Toronto Harbour and its port and terminal
facilities are the result of nearly l50 years of continuing change. The first
filling o ration in connection with the harbour began in l840 and was
followed y a series of projects, the most recent of which is still in
progress (Figures 2 and 3). A reference map of the present day harbour is
shown as Figure 4.
Dredgin in the Port of Toronto has been undertaken both by Public Works
Canada (PWC and the Toronto Harbour Commission (THC). The main harbour
channel through the Outer Harbour and the Eastern Gap (Figure 4) are
maintained to a depth of 8.8 m as is the lakeward channel from the Western Gap
(Figure 4). The main shipping area and the Western Gap have depths of 8.2 m.
The Keating Channel (Figure 4) was dredged on an annual basis between l920
and l974. Over this period the maximum volume dredged was l73.5 x lO’ n?
in l960; the average for the years l962 to l972 was 88.5 x l03 In3 (Toronto
Harbour Commission, l975). Until l964 (Acres, 19823) this material was
disposed of in open water south of the Toronto Islands (Figure 4). Between
l96l and l974 (Acres l9823) dredged material was used in the construction of
the Eastern Headland (Figure 2). After l974 dredging activity in the Keating
Channel was curtailed due to the lack of suitable confined diSposal sites and
only maintenance dredging of the Keating Channel mouth and the slips was
undertaken. Dredged Spoils from these Operations were incorporated within
armoured hardpoints (rubblemound dike) on the lakeward side of the Eastern
Headland until l980. In l979 construction of the outer endikement (Figure 2)
was started on the south side of the Eastern Headland, using trucked fill to
proyide a disposal site for Inner Harbour dredged material. Durin l980 and
l98l, 43,045 m’ and l02,875 m3 respectively were disposedof in Ce l l of
the endikement, which has an estimated design capacity of 280,000 In3 (Figure
3) (Toronto Harbour Commission, l982).
The only other significant dredgin o ration undertaken over the last l0
years was the widening and deepening o e Eastern Gap and dredging of the
approach channel to the Outer Harbour to seaway depth. Approximately 6.5 x
lo nl’of sandy material were hydraulically dredged and used in the









        
 















































































































































































































































































    
   
  
The total quantities of dredged materials from Keating Channel and the
Inner Harbour for the years l975 to l98l are shown in Table l.
TABLE l
KEATING CHANNEL AND INNER HARBOUR DREDGED MATERIAL VOLUMES











   
3. SEDIMENT AND WATER QUALITY
Current data indicate that the main harbour (Inner Harbour, waterfront
slips,
Keating Channel) bed
is composed chiefly of silt and clay sized
material, whereas the Outer Harbour bed material contains a larger sand sized
fraction.
Main harbour sediments exhibit considerably higher levels of
contaminants than the Outer Harbour and nearshore Lake Ontario sediments.
In
eneral, nutrient levels, i.e. Kjeldahl nitrogen, total phosphorus are
increased by a factor of about two; trace metals, i.e. copper, lead, mercury,
zinc by a factor of roughly five;
and organics,
i.e. oil and grease by a
factor of approximately l0, between the outer and main portions of the harbour.









































































































































waste. Some contaminants, such as oil and grease, enter the harbour via storm
sewers from the railway yards and industrial/commercial areas immediately to
the north of the waterfront. Although there are a number of decommissioned
landfill sites within the Don watershed, there is no evidence to suggest that
they are contributing measurably to basin contaminant loadings.
Water quality in the harbour is determined predominantly by contaminant
concentrations in the various inflows, i.e. the Don River, conbined sewer
overflow and storm sewers. Although a high degree of contamination is
associated with certain outfalls along the waterfront, their contributions are
intermittent and are small in volume compared with the total harbour. Since
much of the contamination is associated with the finer sediments, which settle
out in the lower energy environment of the harbour, elevated levels of
pollutants are found in the sediments of most of the slips and the Inner
Harbour. Most of the fine grain sediments brought down by the Don River also
settle out in the Inner Harbour.
In general, the degree of contamination is highest in the slips followed
by the central portions of the Inner Harbour and Keating Channel.
Bacterial contamination in Toronto Harbour is a seasonal problem, mainly
caused by storm overflow conditions. Two intensive cruise periods showed that
in late May (dry weather conditions) most of the harbour waters were within
the Ontario Ministry of the Environment's total coliform objective of
l,000/l00 mL, except for the mouth of the Don River and the Ship Channel 2
Turning Basin (receiving sewer overflows). In early October (high rainfall %
conditions) total coliform densities exceeded the Ontario Ministry of the ‘
Environment's objectives for most of the Inner Harbour, but fecal coliform
levels were within the objectives for most of the study area.
Nutrient enrichment remains a problem in Toronto Harbour. Major
phOSphorus sources are the Don River, storm sewer outfalls and an apparent
diffuse source in the island lagoons. The phOSphorus source in the island
lagoons may be a resu5pension of enriched sediments due to heavy boat traffic.
A study to determine the effect of dredging by clam shell dredge in the
Keating Channel on water quality in the Inner and Outer Harbour was undertaken
in l980 and l98l. The results of the study indicate only localized increases
in su5pended solid and trace metal levels, i.e. Cr, Cu, Zn, Pb, and lindane




The benthic community of the Toronto Harbourﬁarea is limited, consisting
mostly of tubificids with abundance ranging from 25,000/m2 at Hanlan's Point
to 200,000/m2 in the Keating Channel sediments (Brinkhurst, l970). The
abundance of tubificids reflects food availability in the silt, rather than an
inhOSpitable environment caused by high contaminant levels (Acres, l982b).
The benthos of Keating Channel and the Inner Harbour consists of macro-
invertebrates common to stagnant water such as tubificigs, midges, aquatic







Historically, the Toronto Harbour area supported a substantial and diverse
fish community (Acres, l982b). About 50 Species of fish are known to have
been inhabitants of the area. An additional ll Species have been introduced
over the past century and a half. Approximately 20 of the original species
have not been recorded locally over the past few decades (Whillans, l979).
Atlantic salmon, lake whitefish and lake herring which once migrated along
the Toronto waterfront are no longer present. Currently, no major migration
of offshore, deepwater, native fish of Lake Ontario occurs along the Toronto
waterfront. The only offshore fish recently recorded in large numbers along
the waterfront are the non-native alewife and rainbow smelt and artificially
hatched Pacific salmon.
Changes in the abundance of resident nearshore fish in the waterfront are
the result of the incremental destruction of habitat and the deterioration of
water chemistry (Acres, 1982b). Early losses of habitat were due to dams on
the Don River and nearby streams (Christie, l973). Development of the Toronto
harbourfront and subsequent dredging of the bay and the nearby islands
contributed to the loss of habitat. The major disruption occurred between
l9ll and l92l when Ashbridge's Marsh was filled in to create the eastern
harbour terminals.
The few species that have large widespread populations in the waterfront
include white bass, gizzard shad and the introduced Species, carp and
goldfish. Alewife inhabit the Open waters offshore most of the time,
periodically entering the waterfront area.
Other species also occurring in the area include northern pike, rainbow
smelt, yellow perch, white sucker, rainbow trout, brown trout, coho salmon,
and the recently introduced lake trout.
A few Species utilize the Toronto waterfront for spawning, notably gizzard
shad, rainbow smelt, northern pike, white sucker, white erch and yellow
perch. Other probable spawners include alewife, goldfis , carp, brown
bullhead, white bass, rock bass and largemouth bass. Carp and white sucker
are known to migrate through Keating Channel to spawn in the lower Don River
(Acres, l982b).
Limited data are available on fish distribution within the study area
(Acres, 1982b). Present at the mouth ofthe Keating Channel are white
sucker, northern pike, rainbow trout and spottail Shiner. Large numbers of
alewife and smelt move into the area in the spring. Excluding the seasonally
abundant alewife, total fish abundance at the channel mouth appears similar to
that elsewhere in the area.
. Little infornation is available on fish species inhabiting the area of the
SllpS._ However, alewife are abundant in Spring on the shoreline adjacent to
the Slips while rainbow trout, white sucker and smelt are also present.
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 Towards the Islands side of the Inner Harbour, northern pike and yellow
perch are more abundant than in other areas. Other species present include
lake trout, rainbow trout, brown trout and white sucker. Excluding alewife,
total fish abundance near the Islands appears to be somewhat higher than at
other locations in the Harbour. The same species with the exception of the
trout species, are present in the Island lagoons. In addition, carp, black
crappie, largemouth bass, pumpkinseed and brown bullhead also inhabit the
lagoons (Wainio et al., l973). None of the fish species known to inhabit the
area are unique, rare or endangered.
Collection of fish for contaminant monitoring on the Toronto waterfront
has included some samples from the Inner Harbour. Results for three species
collected in l980 are presented in Table 2. All Species contain numerous
heavy metals and organic contaminants but generally at low levels relative to
fish consumption guidelines. The highest levels of lead were found in white
sucker (edible portion) with values ranging from 600 to ll,OOO ng/g (wet
weight). PCB levels in northern pike ranged from 230 to l,550 ng/g.
5. SEDIMENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION
An abundance of recent particle size data is available for the Keating
Channel. Both the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and the Metro Toronto
and Region Conservation Authority conducted sediment sampling programs in
l980. This section presents the results of the Ministry of the Environment's
survey (Table 3, Figure 5). In general, sediment particle sizes become
progressively finer from the east end of the Keating Channel toward the
harbour, with bed material at the east end being composed of approximately 75%
sand compared with about 80% silt and clay at the lower end of the channel.
The slips and Inner and Outer Harbours have not been as intensively
studied. A reasonable picture, however, can be obtained from the results of
an Ontario Ministry of the Environment l977 sediment survey (Table 4, Figure
6). This survey indicates that most of the Inner Harbour sediments are
composed of more than 90% silt and clay, while the Outer Harbour bed material
is 70-90% sand. Progressing out into Lake Ontario, the sediments rapidly
become finer so that offshore from the Toronto Islands an 80—90% silt and clay
content is found. Based on limited data, the sediment in the slips may be
more varied in composition. The information presented above suggests that
there may be elevated levels of contaminants present in association with the
high silt and clay content.
6. BULK CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
The three areas of Specific interest with reSpect to dredging in Toronto
Harbour are the waterfront slips, the Inner Harbour, and particularly the
Keating Channel where large quantities of sediments are delivered annually by
the Don River.
Sediment quality data for Keating Channel have been obtained by various
agencies since l975 by using different sampling techniques to meet 5 ecific
needs. These sediments have shown definite signs of improvement. T'e most
recent surface sediment sample results (MOE l980, Table 5, Figure 5) indicate




CONTAMINANT LEVELS IN FISH FROM THE INNER HARBOUR (EDIBLE PORTION)
          
FISH LENGTH (Cm) CONTAMINANT LEVEL (mg/g)
SPECIES YEAR N0. . NEFN 1U1R MEAN MAX.
Rainbow 1980 4 39.3 40.4 42.2 Mercury 40 70 100
Trout Cadmium 40 4D 40
Lead 600 908 1,400
Zinc 4,200 5,450 6,300
Arsenic 90 105 120
Se1enium 250 275 300
PCB 130 395 992
DDT 30 99 261
Ch1ordane 12 48 113
Hexach1oro-
benzene ND* 4 7
Mirex ' ND 10 25
Heptach10r ND ND ND
Benzene '
hexach10ride 6 29 79
Lindane ND 2 7
A1drin ND ND ND
Northern
Pike 1980 22 47.5 68.8 90.5 1ercury 120 340 640
Cadmium 40 40 50
Lead 590 1,145 9,400
Zinc 3,100 5,350 9,500
Arsenic 60 157 270
Se1enium 200 245 300
PCB 234 636 1,551
DDT 38 173 526
Ch1ordane 13 E1 178
Hexach1oro-
benzene ND 3 13
Mirex ' 8 33 81
Heptach10r ND ND ND
Benzene
hexach10ride ND 15 69
Lindane ND TR+ 1
A1drin ND ND ND
Hhite
Sucker 1980 8 26.0 38.9 77.0 Mercury 60 160 330
Cadmium 40 43 60
Lead 600 2,401 11,000
Zinc 4,100 7,838 10,000
Arsenic 50 85 140
Se1enium 200 237 290
PCB 74 280 862
DDT 3 20 84
Ch1ordane 7 18 39
Hexach10ro—
benzene ND 3 10
Mirex 0 ND 1 10
Heptach10r ND ND ND
Benzene I
hexach1oride ND 3 12
Lindane ND ND ND
A1drin ND ND ND
N0* = non-detectab1e
TR+ = trace


















GRAVEL SAND SAND SAND SAND SAND SILT
STATION 4.75 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 CLAY
2.0mm 1.0mm 0.5mm 0.25mm 0.125mm 0.0625mm 0.005mm 0.005mm
- 0.1 0.6 21.8 30.7 21.1 25.5 -
- 0.2 46.8 33.6 6.9 12.5 -
- 0.3 6.8 61.3 16.0 3.8 11.7 -
- 0.1 0.3 40.3 39.3 7.5 10.3 2.2
E - 0.2 0.4 3.2 10.8 9.2 61.9 14.3
1375 - 1.1 0.6 3.4 26.4 35.6 27.8 5.1
1376 - 0.2 0.1 0.8 6.5 11.6 68.4 12.4
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 TABLE 7
KEATING CHANNEL SEDIMENT SURVEY (ENVIRONMENT CANADA 1978)
(Concentration in ug/g dry Weight, except as noted)
VOLATILE
STATION SOLIDS OIL & GREASE Pb TOTAL P
1%) (mg/g)
1 14.8 4,770 185 1.1
4 6.5 1,890 168 0.96
(near MOE's
Station 1379)
5 7.4 1,470 185 1.05























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































    




























































Figure 9 MOE1978 Waterfront Slips Sediment
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GUIDELINES FOR PROJECT EVALUATION
from the
GUIDELINES AND REGISTER FOR EVALUATION OF GREAT LAKES
DREDGING PROJECTS
published by the










































































































































HISTORICAL AND ECOLOGICAL EVALUATION
A brief historical review of dredging activities
at a particular site
is
necessary for adequate and prompt project evaluation.
Historical information
for a particular dredging project should address the following:
dredging fre-
quency and extent, quantities of sediments, physical and chemical
character-
istics of sediments, known or suspected sources and types of potential sed-
imgnt contaminants, past dumping sites of dredged sediments and the benefits
an costs.
There are a number of economic variables that will be involved in any pro-
ject evaluation. In addition to the economic concerns relating to the main-
tenance of navigation depths for shipping and port viability, the substantial
costs of confined disposal necessitate the careful consideration of dredged
material disposal options.
An ecological overview of a dredging or disposal site should include some
assessment of rare or endangered plant and animal species and their habitats.
However, for the most part ecological evaluations should focus on the common
and/or important or potentially important species of an area and the con-
ditions that support or enhance their well-being. Migrations and reproductive
periods of animals dependent on aquatic resources should be considered in
dredging evaluations.
Any known elevated levels of heavy metals or synthetic
organic compounds in the aquatic biota of the area should be documented.
Existing information on abnormal rates and types of tumor formation in aquatic
animals should be considered. Water quality in a project area should be known
and changes estimated either during or following dredging.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SEDIMENTS
The characterization of sediment particle size and composition is of great
importance in determining potential uses and contamination levels. Sand and












FLOW CHART OF DREDGING PROJECT EVALUATION
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dominantly of sand or gravel with particle sizes and colour compat-
ible with material on the receiving beaches;
c) material proposed for dumping is substantially the same in physical
and chemical properties as the sedimentary materials at the proposed
disposal site (where no chemical problems have been identified) and
d) proposed dredging and disposal operations are identical to a past
activity which had been subjected to environmental review and no
significant contamination has been known to have occurred in the
meantime.
POSSIBLE CONTAMINATION
Insufficient information is available on the quality of the sediments and
contamination may be suspected from the historical and ecological evaluation.
BULK CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
The bulk analysis of sediments involves the determination of total con-
centrations of sediment constituents and does not recognize possible fractions
of the sediment contaminant load that are available and detrimental to either






been established between bulk sediment concentrations
and biotic impacts,













1977) did conclude that bulk analysis may be ad-
equate to estimate biological effects
in comparable single contaminant systems
while another study using benthic bioassays (Prater and Anderson,
1977) found







Within the limitations of analytical capabilities
(there can be signif-
icant problems associated with the analysis of sediments due to complex chem-
ical compositions), bulk analysis can be routinely used to provide an indica-
tion of relative sediment quality and to screen for parameters of concern in
particular watersheds or basins of the Great Lakes.
The information is also
relevant to loading calculations and the development of the dredging register
for the Great Lakes (Appendix 7).
During initial screening of sediments under evaluation, the information
presented in Table 19 on the relative sediment quality in the Great Lakes can
be used for comparison purposes.
The concentration data are based on the
basinwide means for parameters of concern.
The fine-grained silts, clays and
organic matter which predominate in the depositional basins of the lakes would
contain higher concentrations of chemical constituents while concentrations in
the coarse-grained nearshore material would be lower. In an interpretation of
sediment quality at a dredge site, site-specific information on nearshore
sediments, shoreline bluff material and soils within the watershed would
assist in determining natural background conditions.
The categories in Table 19 follow those of PLUARG (1978) which ranked var-
ious trace e ements
according to their present or potential
status as an
environmental hazard.
An element was included if it had the potential for
transformation to a toxic methylated form or if the sediments and organisms
were
enrichedwith the element.
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were added
to Category I and an additional category was established for phosphorus.
The list of parameters in Table 19 is not all-inclusive and the sediments
should be characterized chemically as completely as possible. Additional
chemical characterization of sediments may be needed depending upon the nature
of the watershed and information gathered during the historical and ecological
evaluations (see EPA and MOE guidelines in Appendix 3 for additional param-
eters). Concern should be focused on the persistent organics which are being
identified in the Great Lakes Basin.
In an interpretation of sediment chemical data the following site-specific
considerations are relevant:
a) chemical quality of sediments at a proposed offshore disposal site;
b) some investigators have identified contaminant enrichment of surf-






















































































































































































































































     

































































































































































































6Traversy et a1. (1975).
7Internationa‘l Working Group Report (1975).
aCahiH (persona) communication).

































































sediment quality relative to other identified point and diffuse
sources of sediments and contaminants and
d)
significance of controlling the dredging activity relative to other




The elutriate test is intended to simulate the dredging and disposal pro-
cess.
The test consists of mixing one part of sediment from the dredging site
with four parts of water (volume basis) from the dredging site, shaking vigor-
ously for 30 minutes then allowing settling for one hour.
Centrifugation and
filtration (0.45 p filter) follow. The resulting filtered water is called
the elutriate (Environmental Effects Laboratory, 1976).
APPLICATION
The elutriate is intended to represent the dissolved, immediately-releas-
able fraction of the various chemical constituents in the dredged material as
the material passes through the water column following disposal. The elut-
riate concentrations, the dissolved concentrations at the proposed disposal
site, applicable water quality standards and IJC water qualityobjectives are
used together with physical characteristics of the disposal site and disposal
method to calculate the mixing zone theoretically needed to dilute the dredged
material discharge to an acceptable level. The calculated mixing zone is com-
pared to the geographical limits of the authorized disposal site to determine
whether the discharge will meet the applicable standards or objectives at the
perimeter of the authorized disposal site (Environmental Effects Laboratory,
976 .
COMPARISON OF ELUTRIATE TEST RESULTS WITH ACTUAL RELEASES UPON DISPOSAL
Contaminants consistently released from sediments in the elutriate test
include manganese and ammonia (Lee, 1976) as well as TKN and COD (Kizlauskas,
1979), and contaminants frequently released include TOC, arsenic and phenols,
(Kizlauskas, 1979). For comparison, contaminants consistently released in
actual disposal operations include manganese and ammonia (Wright, 1978), in
general agreement with the elutriate test as noted above. However, in actual
disposal operations, phosphorus is also found to be frequently released and
TOC and arsenic infrequently released, in contrast to the elutriate test






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Before biological evaluations of sediment quality can be employed, stand-
ard procedures and reasonable criteria for evaluating the results of these
tests must be developed. The following sections discuss some approaches on
how standard procedures and appropriate criteria could be developed and used.
GENERAL PROCEDURES
Consistent with other hazard evaluation techniques, the procedures for
testing sediment should simulate the "worst case." Any pre-operational test-
ing will by definition require the collection of representative sediment from
an area to be dredged and the subsequent laboratory exposure of appropriate
organisms.
Methods for conducting phytoplankton and animal bioassays as well as bio-
accumulation procedures are published in Ecological Evaluation of Proposed
Discharge of Dredged Materials into Ocean Waters, (EPA and Corps of Engineers,
1977). These methods are quite detailed concerning the statistical considera-
tions for this type of work, but some are lacking in details of how to conduct
the exposures. The procedures given forbioaccumulation studies are especial-
ly vague. Conducting liquid phase bioassays using phytoplankton as described
by the referenced document should provide a reasonable evaluation of the rel-
ative nutrient enrichment of the dredged material and the short—term effects
this enrichment may have on primary production. Both the animal bioassay and
the bioaccumulation procedures were designed to simulate the disposal of
dredged material, making an attempt to separate the effects of the sediment
liquid phase from the solid phase. However, organisms including fish are
exposed to sediments during dredging, often in confined harbours, and because
the sediments disturbed during the dredging activity are usually anaerobic,
the potential effects are greatest at that time. Therefore, to conduct
studies (bioassay and bioaccumulation) designed to evaluate the “worst case",
the exposure should include sediment comparable in chemical condition to that
found at the time of collection. The organisms should be exposed to a slurry
of these sediments, simulating conditions of dredging or continuous disposal.
Liquid phase testing evaluates the potential effects of contaminants released
from the sediment (usually aerobic sediments due to collection and storage
techniques), but organisms may accumulate contaminants directly from the
solids in the sediments without any measurable release to the liquid phase.
The combination of stress due to both the increase in suspended solids and
chemical contaminants associated with the sediments may cause substantially
greater effects on the organisms than exposure to either the liquid or solid
phase individually.
TEST ORGANISMS
Selection of test organisms is an extremely controversial topic. For
animal exposures, the organisms used most frequently are bottom dwelling ses-
sile animals such as mollusks or immature insects. Because these invert-
ebrates generally have low lipid content and usually eliminate contaminants
rapidly, they make poor concentrators of organic (low solubility in water)
compounds. Many of the Great Lakes harbours function as rearing grounds for
juvenile fish, so that when these harbours are dredged the contact between the
sediments and these young fish temporarily increases. Therefore, young fish,





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to the discharge of materials
into the waters of
the Great Lakes should be considered.
The use of dredged materials for any one particular need or project is
dependent upon the type of material to be disposed of and the degree of con-
tamination.
This should be further refined as to the type of contamination,
e.g.




the material should be confined to preclude any percolation into
adjacent water bodies or into the groundwater.
In the consideration of dis-
posal options all local, state/provincial and federal laws, regulations and
guidelines governing such disposal must be addressed and conformed to.
A considerable amount of experience has accumulated on dredged material
disposal options and much of this experience is documented in the reports of
the Dredged Material Research Program of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Options and/or uses of dredged material are outlined below.
AGRICULTURE
Dredged material can be used beneficially to enrich soils for agricultural
purposes, particularly when marginal soils of low productivity are located in
the vicinity of the dredging area (Gupta et al., 1978). For guidance when
considering the implications of contaminants in the material, one should refer
to the guidelines or regulations which are being developed in the juris-
dictions for the land application of sewage sludge.
In some cases, areas used
for non-food crops (e.g. tree and sod farms) may be preferred.
RECREATIONAL
Dredged material containment areas, e.g. parks, marinas, have provided
recreational use benefits in a number of cases (Walsh and Malkasian, 1978). A
significant amount of recreational development is occurring along the shore-
lines of the Great Lakes and opportunities are often available to incorporate
dredged materials into associated structures.
INDUSTRIAL
Filled areas along waterways provide desirable sites for many municipal
and industrial uses such as factories and water treatment plants (Walsh and
Malkasian, 1978). They are particularly desirable where the factory or in-
dustry is to be serviced by shipping. However, impacts of such filling on the
environment must be carefully evaluated.
HABITAT DEVELOPMENT
Observations have indicated many species of fish are attracted to areas
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D r e d g e d m a t e r i a l c a n a l s o b e u s e d a s l a n d f i l l c o v e r ,
c o n f i n e d w h e r e a p -
p r o p r i a t e , a n d a s f i l l m a t e r i a l f o r v a r i o u s t y p e s o f d e v e l o p m e n t . I n a d -
d i t i o n , t h e u s e o f d r e d g e d m a t e r i a l f o r t h e r e c l a m a t i o n o f s t r i p - m i n e d a r e a s
i s p o s s i b l e .
O P E N W A T E R D I S P O S A L
I f t h e d r e d g e d m a t e r i a l i s i d e n t i f i e d a s u n c o n t a m i n a t e d a n d n o f e a s i b l e
a l t e r n a t i v e
d i s p o s a l
s o l u t i o n s
a r e a v a i l a b l e ,
o p e n w a t e r
d i s p o s a l
m a y b e c o n -
s i d e r e d .
G u i d e l i n e s
t o c o n s i d e r
i n t h e s e l e c t i o n
o f a s i t e i n c l u d e :
a ) t h e c h e m i c a l a n d p h y s i c a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f t h e s u b s t r a t e a t t h e
d i s p o s a l s i t e s h o u l d n o t b e d e g r a d e d ;
b ) t h e s i t e s h o u l d b e r e m o v e d f r o m t h e v i c i n i t y o f m u n i c i p a l a n d p r i v a t e
w a t e r s u p p l y i n t a k e z o n e s , r e c o g n i z i n g t h e p o t e n t i a l f o r t r a n s p o r t a -
t i o n o f t h e d r e d g e d m a t e r i a l i n t h e l i q u i d o r s u s p e n d e d p a r t i c u l a t e
p h a s e s i n t o t h e v i c i n i t y o f a w a t e r s u p p l y i n t a k e z o n e ;
c ) t h e s i t e s h o u l d b e r e m o v e d f r o m a r e c o g n i z e d c o m m e r c i a l o r r e c r e a -
t i o n a l f i s h i n g g r o u n d a n d f r o m s p a w n i n g , n u r s e r y , r e a r i n g , f o o d s u p -
p l y a n d m i g r a t i o n a r e a s o n w h i c h f i s h d e p e n d d i r e c t l y o r i n d i r e c t l y
t o c a r r y o u t t h e i r l i f e p r o c e s s e s ;
d ) t h e s i t e s h o u l d b e i n a n o n - e r o s i v e s e c t i o n o f t h e l a k e t o p r e v e n t
s p r e a d o f t h e m a t e r i a l t o a r e a s o u t s i d e t h e d i s p o s a l a r e a a n d
e ) t h e s i t e s h o u l d b e r e m o v e d f r o m a r e a s o f r e c r e a t i o n a l a n d a e s t h e t i c
v a l u e s .
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